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We consider groups in which the exponent divides a lixed prime-power. The mul- 
tilinear identities which hold in the Lie ring of every such group, and their depen- 
dence on one another, are governed by a certain ascending sequence of ideals in the 
free Lie ring of countably finite rank. Certain runs of equal terms are shown to 
occur in this sequence, thus confirming a conjecture of M. R. Vaughan-Lee for 
groups of prime exponent. The positioning of the breaks between the runs is shown 
to have a bearing on the Hughes problem for finite groups of prime-power order. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p be a fixed prime number. In a very interesting recent paper [4], 
M. R. Vaughan-Lee has given an explicit description of the multilinear 
identities which hold in the Lie ring of every group of exponent p. Here we 
settle a question which arises naturally out of Vaughan-Lee’s work. 
We begin with a brief sketch of the background. (A fuller account will be 
found in [S].)Let V be a variety of groups and F(V) its free group of coun- 
tably infinite rank. Denote by 2(G) the graded Lie ring associated with the 
lower central series of a group G. Then there is a naturally defined presen- 
tation A ++ Y(F( V)), where /I is the free Lie ring of countably infinite 
rank. The elements of the kernel are called Lie relators for V. 
Consider such a Lie relator 
.f‘(z, >..., zr), (*I 
where z, , z2,..., are the free generators of A. It can be shown that, if (*) is 
multilinear in z, ,..., z,, then 
.f’(A , . . . . . 4) (**) 
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is a Lie relator for all choices of I., ,..., j*, in /1. Let I,, denote the ideal of A 
generated by all elements (**) as (*) runs over the multilinear Lie relators 
of degree Y 6 n. Then we have, clearly, 
I, EIzC- .... (1) 
It is natural to ask which inclusions in (1) are in fact equalities. We shall be 
concerned with a particular case of this general problem. 
The Burnside variety B,,, is formed by all groups of exponent dividing m. 
In the case V= B, (p prime), it is well known that 
I, = .” = I, , =pA, 
I,,= ... = I,,~ r=pA+ E, 
where E is the (p - 1 )th Engel ideal of A; and Vaughan-Lee made the 
natural conjecture that 
1, = 1, I whenever Y f 1 (mod p - 1). (2) 
We shall prove the following rather more general assertion. 
THEOREM 1. Let q = p’, where p is prime. Then (2) holds,for the Burnside 
vuriety V = B,. 
The first step in proving Theorem I is to recast it in a more concrete and 
tractable form (Theorem I *, Sect. 2.1) using the explicit results of [4] and 
[S]. A refinement of Theorem 1* (Theorem l**, Sect. 2.4) is then proved 
directly by combinatorial means. 
The question of the possible inequalities 
I I+\(/, IIf \(/I I II (3) 
in ( 1) is related to the Hughes problem for p-groups. If G is a finite p-group 
and q a power of p, then the Hughes subgroup H,(G) of G is generated by 
the elements of order greater than q. The problem is to determine the 
possible values of the index IG: H,(G)1 for G with H,(G) # { 1). 
THEOREM 2. Let .Q he a positive integer und suppose that the sequence of 
ideals ( 1 ) associated with the Burnside variety B, in Theorem 1 satisfies (3) 
,for s = 1, 2 ,..., s,,. Then there exists a,finite p-group G with HY( G) # ( 1 } such 
that JG: H,(G)1 =p“‘. 
Little is known about the largest possible value which sg may assume in 
the theorem. It is always positive. When p = 2 or 3, it is precisely 1. When 
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p = 5 or 7, it is at least 2. (These results are known for q =p and extend to 
the general case q =p’ by an elementary argument based on (4) in 
Sect. 2.2.) 
Many questions remain unanswered. Are there infinitely many strict 
inequalities in (1) when q > 4? For which q does the converse of Theorem 2 
hold? (An example of John R. McMullen shows that it is false for q = 4.) Is 
every Lie relator a consequence of multilinear Lie relators when q = p > 5? 
2. THEOREM 1 DEDUCED FROM THEOREM 3 
The following notational conventions will be observed. Every associative 
ring or algebra R is assumed to have a unit element 1 = 1 R. If S is a sub- 
ring of R, then it is assumed that l,= 1 R. The letter k will stand for an 
arbitrary commutative ring and k” for a subring of k. In subsequent 
applications, k will be the rational field Q and k” the subring Q” formed by 
the rational numbers with denominator prime to p.’ 
2.1. Reformulation of Theorem 1 
The lemmas in this section are straightforward results, whose proofs will 
accordingly be omitted. 
Let N be a positive integer. Then A = A(k, N) will denote the associative 
k-algebra which is generated by N elements x, ,..., xN and whose defining 
relations are that a product of generators xixj..’ is zero if any two of its 
terms x,, x ,,..., are the same. The Lie k-subalgebra of A generated by 
xl ,..., .‘cN will be denoted by L = L(k, N). The associative and Lie k”- 
algebras A0 = A(k’, N) and Lo = L(k’, N) are embedded in A and L in the 
obvious way. It is well known that 
L”=AonL. (1) 
Consider a sequence of elements 
where #r = 4,(x, ,..., x,) is multilinear in its arguments xl,..., x,. Then 
N 
c 4,(x;, ?...f Xi,) (3) 
r=O IGil<.- ci,<N 
will be called the special element corresponding to the multilinear 
sequence (2). For example, (1 +x,) ... (1 +x,) is the special element 
corresponding to the multilinear sequence 1, x,, x,x2 ,..., x, ... x,. 
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LEMMA 1. The special elements of’ A(k, N) ,form an associative k-suh- 
algebra. 
So, for example, every power of (1 + x, ). . . (1 + .u,) is special. 
Let us consider formal power series 
.ftO = i a,,t”, 
0 
g(t) =f, h,,t” 
0 
over k. If h, = 0, we may substitute g(t) for t in ,f( t) to get the new formal 
power series 
Under the operation 0 so defined, those series g(t) which satisfy 
g(0) = h,, = 0 form a monoid Q = Q(k). The group of units r= T(k) of Q 
consists of those series in SL satisfying the further condition g’(0) = h, E k x, 
where k x is the group of units of k. 
LEMMA 2. For every positive integer d, the pokzler series 
K( 
,form a suhmonoid QJk ) qf R. The group qf units qfQ,(k) is 
Now, let us return to the algebra A = A(k, N). Let a = a(k, N) denote the 
ideal of A generated by x , ,..., .Y,~. In the considerations below, X will stand 
for a special element in a, so that the corresponding multilinear sequence 
has the form 
0, ir,,..., 5,. 
We call A’ manic if 5, = x, , almost manic if e, = cxx, with c( E k x. 
Now, it is evident from the defining relations for A that the ideal a is 
nilpotent. It follows that 
is a well-defined special element of A for every power series ,f(t) = 1 a, t” 
over k. We see in this way that the equation 
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defines an action of 52 on the set of special elements of A and of f on the 
set of almost manic special elements of A. 
With the almost manic special element X of A we associate the sequence 
F,cF,s ... SF,,,, (4) 
where F,, is the associative kO-subalgebra of A generated by the elements 
(,(I: ,..., 1:) with r < n and I: ,..., 1: E Lo. 
LEMMA 3. Almost manic special elements of A which lie in the same 
r(k’)-orbit have the same associated sequence qf kO-suhalgehras. 
In Section 2.2 we will show that Theorem 1 can be deduced from the 
following result. 
THEOREM I*. Let V be the almost manic special element qf A(Q, N) 
defined bs 
1 + V=((l +x,)...(l +.YN))y. (5) 
Then the corresponding sequence of’ Q”-subalgebras (4) satisfies 
F,=F,m, whenever r & 1 (mod p - 1). (6) 
2.2. Theorem 1* implies Theorem 1 
Given r such that r f 1 (modp- l), we have to show that 
I, = 1, , , (1) 
where I, c I, c . . . , is the sequence of ideals of A in Section 1, (1). Let N be 
any integer 3 r. We shall deduce ( 1) from 
Fr= Fv ,, (2) 
where F, c F, s . . , is the sequence of Q”-subalgebras of A(Q, N) in 
Theorem I*. 
Let P(k) denote the free associative k-algebra on a countably infinite set 
of free generators z, , z2 ,.... Let A(k) denote the Lie k-subalgebra (freely) 
generated by 7 7 L,) L* ).... 
A(Z) is of course our free Lie ring A. Let J,, denote the subring, and K,, 
the ideal, of P(Z) generated by I,,. It is known ([3]) that the universal 
mapping of a Lie ring into its enveloping associative ring is injective. Since 
the canonical Lie homomorphism of A/Z, into P(Z)/K,, is such a universal 
mapping, it follows that K,, n A = I,, and thence that .I,, n A = I,,. Therefore 
(1) is equivalent to 
J,= J, , (3) 
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For n d N, let i,(z, ,..., z,~) denote the component of (( 1 + 2,). . . 
(1 + z,+,))~ which is multilinear in zr ,..., z,. Let J,(k) denote the associative 
k-subalgebra of P(k) generated by the elements is(f,,..., 1,) with s<n and 
I, ,..., I, E /i(k). The crux of our proof is the result, proved in [4] and [S], 
that J,, = J,,(Z). It follows that (1) is also equivalent to 
i,(Z , ,...’ zr) E Jr- I(Z). (4) 
Let T(k) denote the ideal of P(k) which is generated as a k-module by 
those monomials z,zII.. , in which at least one of the terms zj,, z~,..., 
appears more than once. Set x,=z, + T(k). Then the k-subalgebra of 
P(k)/T(k) generated by x ,,..., x,,, is isomorphic to, and will be identified 
with, the algebra A(k, N) in Section 2.1. 
We now take k = Cl!‘. P(Z) is of course embedded in P(Q”) in the 
obvious way. Now, F,, is the CD’-subalgebra of ,4(Q”, N) generated by the 
elements ((1, ,..., I,) with s d n and I, ,..., 1, E L(Q’, N). Since 
L(O”, N) G (A(Q’) + T(Q”,)/T(Qo), 
it follows that 
F,, c (J,,(Q’) + T(Q’))/VQ’). 
Therefore (2) implies that 
ir(z, )...) zr) E Jr- ,(Q”) + T(Q”). (5) 
An element of P(k) is said to be multihomogeneous of multidegree 
(m,, m2,...) if each constituent monomial zj,zli ... , has degree mi in z, for 
all i. The multihomogeneous components of an element of P(k) are defined 
in the obvious way. 
In view of the definition of T(Q’), (5) implies that [,(z,,..., zr) is the mul- 
tihomogeneous component of multidegree 
(!,...) 1, 0 )...) 
of some element of J, , (C?‘). However, as J, , (CD’) is generated as a Q”- 
module by multihomogeneous elements, it follows that the mul- 
tihomogeneous components of an element of J, ,( CD’) are again in 
J, ,(a’). We therefore have 
C,(z, ,..., 2,) EJ,. ,(Q”). (6) 
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It remains only to deduce (4) from (6). By the definition of Q”, (6) 
implies that 
mL(z,,..., Z,)EJ,- I(Z) (7) 
for some integer m prime to p. On the other hand, since [r(x,) = qxI and 
Y - 1 3 1, it follows that 
quz, ..., 2, )EJ,- l(Z). (8) 
Clearly, (7) and (8) together imply the required result (4). 
2.3. In this section we state a combinatorial result (Theorem 3) 
from which (a refinement of) Theorem 1* will be deduced in Section 2.4. In 
order not to break the thread of the main argument, we defer the proof of 
Theorem 3 to Section 3. 
It will be necessary to streamline our notation. Consider subsets 
R = {xi, ,..., xi,} (i, < “. <ir) (1) 
of the set of generators 
z= {x, )...) x,) 
of A = A(k, N). In connexion with a multilinear sequence like (2) in Sec- 
tion 2.1. we shall use the abbreviated notation 
4(R) = d,bi, ,..., x,,), 
so that (e. g.) (3) in Section 2.1 takes the form 
Q= 1 d(R). 
REE 
Let < denote the lexicographic order between subsets of E which results 
from writing them down in the form (1). Thus, for example, 
Then, by a partition of R into t parts we mean a sequence of t nonempty 
subsets RI ,..., R, with disjoint union R such that R, c . . < R,. 
We now choose a positive integer d, which will remain fixed in the con- 
siderations which follow. Let X be an almost manic special element of A 
with corresponding multilinear sequence 
0, 4 1 >.,.1 5N. (2) 
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We associate with X two further almost manic special elements x’, 2”‘. 
These are defined via the corresponding multilinear sequences 
by the following three conditions: 
(I) For all REZ 
5(R) =c 5:(5”(Rl I,..., 5”(K)), 
where summation is over the partitions R,,..., R, of R. 
(II) X” is manic. 
(III) If R is the set (l), then 
i”(R) = 0 when r f 1 (mod d), 
t”(R) = 0 when r>l and r E 1 (mod d). 
As far as the definitions of x’, x” are concerned, it is sufficient to impose 
these conditions on the particular sets 
R = {x, ,..., x,}. (*I 
The way in which we have defined partitions then ensures that the con- 
ditions will hold for all R. 
Let us check that (I))(III) for the sets (*) provide a valid inductive 
definition of t’(R), t”(R). We shall assume that r’(S), t”(S) have already 
been defined when S has fewer than r elements. 
Since X is almost manic, we have <,(x,) = ax,, where sl E k ‘. Then (I) 
and (II) give ~‘,(x,)=Lxx , , t;‘(x,) = x, In particular, x’, x” are almost 
manic. 
For r> 1, (I) gives 
t(R) = 5:(5;‘(xi L 5:(x,)) + 5;(5”(R)) + . . . (**I 
=<‘(R)+t;(t”(R))+ ... 
= t’(R) + a<“(R) + . . , 
where the omitted terms are known from the earlier stages of the definition. 
When r s 1 (mod d), (III) gives r”(R)=0 and (**) then determines t’(R). 
When r $ 1 (mod d), (III) gives t’(R)=0 and (**) then determines t”(R) 
because LYE k x. Thus, x’ and x” are well defined. 
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THEOREM 3. Let k he a commutative ring and d, N positive integers. Sup- 
pose that 
y = g(X), 
where X is an almost manic special element of A(k, N) and g( t) E f,(k). Then 
y'=g(x'), 
y"=x", 
where x’, x” and Y’, Y” are the pairs of almost manic special elements 
associated with X and Y relative to the integer d. 
2.4. Theorem 3 Implies Theorem 1* 
We shall apply Theorem 3 with k = Q and d = p - 1. Accordingly, if T is 
an almost manic special element of A(Q, N), then T’, T” will be the 
associated elements defined by (I)-(III) in Section 2.3 with d = p - 1. 
Let X be the manic special element of A(Q, N) defined by 
e(X)=(l +x,).,.(1 +x,), (1) 
where 
e(t,=%$. 
Since 1 + x, = e(x,), it follows from the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff 
Theorem that 
XE L(Q, N) (2) 
and thence that 
X’, X” E L( Q, N). (3) 
An explicit formula for X has been given by Dynkin [Z]. 
Let b(t) be the inverse function of 
r 
a(t)=;;. 
It follows from Lemma 2 (Sect, 2.1) that b(t) has the form 
b(t)= c b,,t” 
ne I (modp- 1) 
n>0 
(4) 
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and we find explicitly that 
t2P- 1 
b(t)= t-;+- + ..‘. 
P 
We shall prove that Theorem 3 implies the following result: 
THEOREM l**. Let X, x’, b(t) be as above. Then the almost manic 
special element 
b(qX’)=qX’ (4x’)” ; (qx’)*“~ ‘+ .., 
P P 
CI~’ A(Q, N) has the same corresponding sequence of Q”-s&algebras as the 
element V in Theorem l*. 
COROLLARY. b(qX’) E A(Q’, N). 
Theorem 1 * is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 * *. For, if 0, r’, , 
a;,.., is the multilinear sequence corresponding to b(qX’), then one sees 
easily from (III) and (4) that $(x, ,..., x,) = 0 whenever f 1 (mod p - 1). 
Another way of seeing this last fact is to observe that, if 
Y, = NqX), (5) 
then, by Theorem 3, 
Yq = b(qX’). 
It remains to derive Theorem 1** from Theorem 3. Now, 
(6) 
where 
1 + V=((l +x,).*.(1 +x,))4 
= 4qX) 
= e,,( Y,), 
e,(t) = 44t)) 
is the Artin-Hasse exponential function. But it is known [1] that 
e,,(t) - 1 E UQ’), 
and so, by Lemma 3 (Sect. 2.1), the sequences of &PO-subalgebras associated 
with V and Y, are the same. In view of this and (6) we have now only to 
show that the sequences of Cl!‘-subalgebras associated with Y, and Yl are 
the same. 
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We have, by Theorem 3, 
yl’= y;,=x,,. (7) 
Since Y, is an almost manic special element of A(QO, N), it follows from 
(I)-(III) that 
r; E A(Q”, N). (8) 
Equations (3), (7), and (8) together with (1) in Section 2.1, then give 
Yl’ E L( &PO, N). (9) 
Let now 0, q,, q2 ,..., and 0, q’,, r& ,..., be the multilinear sequences 
corresponding to Y, and Yq. Then (I)-(III) and (9) show that, for every Y, 
VAX, 1..., x,) - ax, ,...1 x,) 
is an integral linear combination of terms q:(ny,..., A:) with s < r and 
ny,..., ~TEL(Q’, N). An easy inductive argument now shows that the 
sequences of Q”-subalgebras corresponding to Y, and Y, are the same. 
Remark. Our proof gives the incidental information, which is not 
obvious at first sight, that 
x” E L( QO, N). (10) 
It is also worth noting that the argument used just above yields the follow- 
ing general criterion. 
PROPOSITION. Let k be a commutative ring and k” a subring of k. Let 
d, N be positive integers. Let X be an almost manic special element of 
A(k, N) and let F, G F, E . . c F, be the corresponding sequence of Q”- 
subalgebras. Suppose that the f,(k)-orbit of X contains both an element of 
L(k, N) and an almost manic special element of A(kO, N). Then F, = F,-, 
whenever r & 1 (mod d). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Throughout this section X will be an almost manic special element of 
A = A(k, N) and X’, x” will be the elements associated with X relative to 
the integerd by the equations (I), (II), (III) in Section 2.3. The 
notation (2), (2)’ in Section 2.3 will be used for the corresponding mul- 
tilinear sequences. 
3.1. First, we prove the following: 
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LEMMA. Let 
O,g gN I ,..., (1) 
be a multilinear sequence such that g,(x, ,..., x,) is a symmetric function of its 
arguments x, ,..., x,. Let 
O, 21 >.“T t?N (2) 
be the multilinear sequence defined by 
iAx, ,...t x,) =c g,(5’(R,),..., 5’(K)), (3) 
where summation is over the partitions RI ,..., R, of {x ,,..., x,}. Then, for 
every subset R of Z= {x1 ,..., x,}, 
1 (g,(t(R,L., r(R,))-g,(~“(R,),..., t”(4))) =O, (4) 
where summations is over the partitions R, ,..., R, of R. 
Proof. To simplify the notation, we shall omit the suffix r from such 
expressions as g,.(u,, u2 ,... ). Further, if 
I-c: P, ) P, )...) 
is a partition of some subset of Z, then we shall write 
5’(x) = 4’(5”(P,), 5”(P*L...). 
Let 
0: s,, &,..., s.,, (5) 
z: T, , T2 ,..., T,, (6) 
stand generically for partitions of the given set R. What we have to prove is 
that 
;gMS, ), t(&)v..) = &WV,), t”(T,),-1. (7) 
7 
If each Sj happens to be a union of T,, we shall write t <c. In that case 
we have, for each i, a partition 
zi: TAG,,, TA . 1.2’ ..? (8) 
of Si, and we shall write 
g r. (T = g(5’(z, 1, 5’(~,),...). 
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We shall prove (7) by showing that: 
(a) for fixed CJ, 
s(4(S,), 5(S,)Y.) = c g,, CT; 
(b) for fixed r, 
S(5”(~,), Y(~J,...) = 1 g,, o. 
0 
rco 
It follows from (a) and (b) that both sides of (7) are equal to 
Proof of (a). By (I), we have 
i”(S,) = 2 UT;), 
7, 
where summation is over the partitions si of 5’;. Therefore, since g(x,, x,,...) 
is multilinear in its arguments x, , x2,..., we have 
g(QS, 1, 5(mY..) =I 1 ” .s(5’(r, 1, 5’(TJ,...). 
ii r? 
For fixed r,, t2 ,..., let t denote the partition of R whose parts are those of 
t,, r2 ,..., taken together. It is evident that, as t,, r2 ,..., run independently 
over the partitions of S,, &,..., r runs over the partitions of R such that 
5 < CJ. Furthermore, 
Therefore 
g(5’(t, )> 4’(tzL) =g,, 6. 
g(5(S, ), 5(&L...) = 1 s(t’(tlL 5’(T*L) 
as we had to prove. 
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Proof of(b). By the definition (3), we have 
where summation is over the partitions 
w: jY \- k’,, > -yI,,2>... f> ..? {x,‘,,3 d~lc,2,... ) 
of {x, ,..., x,} and where, for i = l,..., s, 
(10) 
Substituting t”( T,), t”(T?) ,..., for x,, .Y? ,... in (9), we get 
iT(5”(T, 1, 5”(T,),...) 
=~s(X”(T,,,,)9 T”(T,‘,J’...) iL’(s”(T,,z,), t”(T,,,,L),...) (11) 
VI 
Let us for the moment fix the partition CI). In view of (lo), and since 
T,<TZ< ..., in (6), we have, for each i= l,..., s, the partition 
7:: T ,,,, 3 T,‘,z,...> (12) 
of 
Furthermore, these sets S:, rearranged in lexicographic order, provide a 
partition (5) of R such that r d cr. The corresponding partitions t, in (8) are 
just a rearrangement of the r( in (12). 
In the light of these considerations, equation (11) yields 
dt”(T, 1, t”(Tz),...) = 2 g(c”(t’, ), 5’(G),...) 
(8, 
= 1 g(5’(5, I> 5’(~Z)Y..) 
since g(x, , x2 ,...) is symmetric in X, , x2,... The proof of (b) is now com- 
pleted by the observation that summing over the partitions o of {x, ,..., x,} 
amounts to the same thing as summing over the partitions (T of R such that 
7 < 0. 
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3.2. Proof of Theorem 3. We may write the power series g(t) in 
Theorem 3 in the form 
where b E k x and where a,, = 0 if either n = 1 or n & I (mod d). Let 
o,r/ ,,...; o,q; ,...; o,q; ,..., 
be the multilinear sequences corresponding to the elements Y, Y’, Y”. 
If Y=pZ, then it follows easily from the definitions that Y’=/?Z’ and 
Y” = 2”. This preliminary observation reduces the proof to the case j3 = 1. 
We may therefore assume that 
Y = x+ f a,,x". (1) 
Define a multilinear sequence 
0, Y I ,‘.., YN 
by 
Y,b, ?..‘> x,,) = a,, ,y x,1 . . . x*,7 
T 
where summations is over the permutations ‘II of l,..., n. Let R be the set (1) 
in Section 2.3. Then (1) gives 
v(R) = 5(R) + 1 y,(t(R, L t(R,)), (2) 
where summations is over the partitions R,,..., R, of R. In what follows, C 
will always denote summation over this range. 
We have to prove that 
v’(R) =5’(R) + cy,(t’(R, L 5’(b)), (3) 
v]“(R) = t”(R). (4) 
If we define a multilinear sequence 
0, 7 ,,..., Y/v 
V(R) =c y,(5’(R,),..., t’(R)), (5) 
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then (3) becomes 
q’(R) = 5’(R) + ?v). (3)’ 
We prove (3)’ and (4) together by induction on Y. 
They are easily checked when r = 1. Suppose now that r > 1. Since 
Y,,(x,,..., x,) is clearly symmetric in its arguments, (5) and the lemma in 
Section 3.1 give 
c y,(4(R,),..., 5(R,)) =c ?,(Y(R,),..., t”(R,)). 
Therefore, by (2) and (I), 
1 (rl;(r”(R,L rl”(R,)) - 5;(4”(R,L t”(R,)) 
- j,(t”(R, L.., t”(R,))) = 0. (6) 
Now, each term in (6) such that 1 < t < r is zero. For, if t > 1, we have 
q;(?“(R,L.., q”(R,)) = s:(~“(R~),..., 5”(R,)), 
since 
r/“(Ri) = [“(R;) (i= l,..., t) 
by the induction hypothesis; and, if t < r, we have 
d(5”(R, h..., t”(k)) - 5;(5”(R1 L..., C”(R,)) - T,(t”(R, I,..., t”(R,)) = 0, 
because 
4(X I,“‘, x,)-r;(x ,,.. ., x,)-j,(XI ,..., x,)=0 
by the induction hypothesis. Thus, the only terms in (6) to survive are 
those corresponding to t = 1 and r, and we get 
(q’(R) - 5’(R) -y(R)) + a(f’(R) - t”(R)) = 0, (7) 
where c1 is given by <i(x,) = qi(x,) = ax,. In view of (III), and since a E k x, 
we conclude that (3)’ and (4) hold, as required. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
This proof is independent of the earlier ones but akin to them in spirit. 
We shall work in a slightly generalized version of the algebra A(k, N) con- 
sidered earlier. 
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Let A,(k, N) denote the associative k-algebra generated by N+ 1 
elements yO,..., y, subject to the defining relations that a monomial 
YiYp ‘. 9 is zero if it has degree at least 2 in yO or at least p in any of the 
other generators. Let L,(k, N) denote the Lie k-subalgebra generated by 
the y;. We shall in fact work in A,O(N) = A,(Q’, N), where (as before) CD0 is 
the ring of rational p-integers. This is embedded in the obvious way in 
A,(N) = A,(Q, N) and we have (cf. (1) in Sect. 2.1) 
L;(N) = L,(N) n A,O(W, (1) 
where 
-qJo = L,(OO, w, L,(N) = LJQ, w 
Furthermore, if M< N we shall identify A:(M) with the Q”-subalgebra of 
AZ(N) generated by yo,..., y,. 
As in Section 2.2, let P(Q”) denote the free associative &PO-algebra on a 
countably infinite set of free generators z, , z~,.,.. We consider (infinite) mul- 
tilinear sequences 
where, for each r, 4, = ~Jz, ,..., z,) is multilinear in its arguments (cf. (2) in 
Sect. 2.1). The example relevant here is 
lo, i, > 12,..., 
where [,(z, ,..., z,) is the component of ((1 +z,)...(l +z,))” which is mul- 
tilinear in z, ,..., z,. 
The special element of A;(N) corresponding to the multilinear sequence 
(2) is defined to be 
c ‘4 a,!a,!... o”+o,+ “~(YO,..~,YO,Yl,...,~‘I....). -- “0, u, ,... 
0 < N, es p ~ I 00 Cl1 
To simplify the notation we shall write this as 
c * , ,. 4(YZY’;‘.~. 1. 
w, u,. a,!a,. 
The special elements of A:(N) form a Q”-subalgebra (cf. Lemma 1 in 
Sect. 2.1). The simplest example is 
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where e(l) = C,” P/n!. Of course, 
Pm- ’ J)y 
e(y,)= f; ,quv 
because yp = 0. The special element corresponding to the multilinear 
sequence (3) is 
(4Yo) ~~.4YN))“. 
Thus, we have the formula 
Using the simple result 
e(Yi)“‘=e(m;Yi) (m, E 03 
we can write this in the slightly more general form 
(e(yo)““...e(y,)““)“= 1 roy);y)]:: i(Y;14v? . . . 1. (4) 
uo. u, 1... 
A sequence of ideals 
K,(N) E K,(N) c “. 
of A;(N) corresponding to the multilinear sequence (3) is defined as 
follows: K,(N) is the ideal generated by the elements is(l,,..., I,) with 
1 <s d Y and I,,..., I, E L:(N). Let s0 be the integer appearing in the 
statement of Theorem 2. Arguing as in Sect. 2.2, we see that 
i,+.,(p-,,(Yo,Y,,...,Y,,,~,,)4K,,,~,,(N) (1 6s<s,), (5) 
provided that N 3 S&J - 1). Now, the results of [4,5] show that the 
element in (5) is a symmetric function modulo K,y,pP ,,(N). Using this fact 
and a standard linearization argument, we deduce that 
UYOY~’ ‘...~f~‘)~K.s,,~,,(s,) (1 ds6.d. (6) 
These are conditions within the algebra A:(s,,), where our construction will 
eventually take place. 
Let D(N) denote the multiplicative subgroup of A;(N) generated by the 
elements Yi = e(y,) (0 d i 6 N). Consider a group commutator V in these 
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generators and let wi be its weight in Y, (0 6 i6 N). By the Baker- 
Campbell-Hausdorff ormula, I’= e(v) for some u E L,(N). Now, it is easily 
proved by induction on the weight that every constituent (associative) 
monomial y,y, . . . , in u has degree at least wi in yi for 0 < i 6 N. In view of 
the defining relations for A,(N), we conclude (a) that up=0 and (b) that 
u=Oifany w,is bp. By(a), u~A,O(N)andso, by (l), UEL$N). By (b), the 
group D(N) is nilpotent. 
From now on we shall work entirely within the algebra Az(s,). Accord- 
ingly, we shall write A, L, D, K, instead of Ai( Lj(s,), D(s,), K,,(s,). 
The group G which we wish to construct will be the canonical image of D 
in A/Q, where Q is an ideal of A which will be specified a little later. 
Canonical images in A/Q will be denoted by bars, so that ,? = A/Q, Lj = G. 
Let 
be the (nonidentity) basic group commutators in Y,,..., Y,,,, arranged in the 
usual way. In particular, 
vi= Y, (0 < i 6 so). 
Then each element of D can be represented in the form 
x= V”“... 
0 
V”’ 
r (7) 
with suitable integers mi. Let V, =e(u,). Our earlier considerations show 
that u, E L and that a monomial uIuP.. . , is zero if it has degree B 2 in u. 
(=y,) or degree 3p in any other ul. Hence, by (4), we have the following 
general formula for qth powers in D: 
27 = 1 
m~omul . . 
O, a ‘, . ~(o;;ou~’ . ‘. ), 
U”. (I,.... 00. 1. 
o<u,<p- I 
where of course 
i(u;lou~‘-)=i,,+.,+ . ..(uo )...) uo,u I,..., u ,,... ). 
-- 
uo UI 
Notation. If 
(8) 
S= {i I ,..., 4) (il < . . < i,y) 
is a subset of 
R = {l,..., so}, 
20 
then we write 
Note that 
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is=I(yovf:-‘.‘.Yf:-9 
i, = qyo (9) 
and that, by (6) 
We are now ready to define the ideal Q. It is generated by the following 
elements: 
(a) i,-(-l)“q~~ (ScR); 
(b) all terms [(v;;OuI;’ . . ) in (8) except co (= 1) and the is; 
(c) Ply,. 
LEMMA. qy, $ Q. 
Proof. Let Q* denote the ideal of A generated by the elements ylis, 
iSy, and the multihomogeneous components (with respect to the 
generators y,,..., y,J of the elements (b). If we multiply an element (a) or 
(c) on the left or right by y,, we get an element of Q*; for yi=O and, if 
A > 0, qy, = [ ,( yj,) is an element (b). Therefore, if qy, E Q, we have a con- 
gruence 
w. = v-w0 + c ns(is- (- 1)" wo) (mod Q*) 6) 
s 
with certain n, n, E Q”. This has the form 
: msis = 0 (mod Q*h 
where the coefficients m, E Q” satisfy 
cm,= 1 (modpQO). (ii) 
Now, Q* is an ideal generated by multihomogeneous elements and so 
the multihomogeneous components of an element of Q* all lie in Q*. 
Therefore (i) implies that 
ms(, s 0 (mod Q*) 
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for all S. On the other hand, (ii) shows that not all m, are in pQ”. 
Therefore, for some S we have 
is~ Q*. (iii) 
By (9) and since the only generators of Q* of degree 1 are the elements 
[l(yj,) = qy, with II > 0, it follows that the S in (iii) has s > 0 elements. We 
have an equation 
where each term uuw is multihomogeneous of the same multidegree as is 
and where u, w E A and v is a generator of Q*. From the form of the 
generators of Q*, the term uuw will be in the ideal K,V+ r) except perhaps 
when u = w = 1 and v has the form [(vg . . ’ yz;). But this last case cannot 
occur. For v = uvw has the same multidegree as is and so can only be is 
itself. However, the is have been expressly excluded from the set of 
generators of Q and hence of Q*. 
We conclude that is E K,Y(, ~ , , , and this contradiction to (10) proves the 
lemma. 
It remains to show that the group G= D has the required properties. 
Equation (7) gives 
x= p’“... )7;7. (11) 
In view of the definition of Q, (8) gives 
( 
m 
p=T+ n (mf -‘-I) moqjo. 
1 i= I 
(12) 
Since pqyo E Q, (12) gives y pY = r and so G is a group of exponent dividing 
pq. Hence, by (11) G is a finite p-group. 
The Frattini subgroup @(G) of G consists of the elements (11) with 
mi = 0 (mod p) for 0 6 i < so. Let H (2 0(G)) be the subgroup of G formed 
by the elements (11) with mi s 0 (mod p) for 1 < i < so. 
Consider the element x in (11). First, suppose that mi $ 0 (mod p) for 
some i such that 1 < i< so. For this i, we have mp- ’ z 1 (modp) and (12) 
then shows that X4 = i. Thus, every element of G not in H has order 
dividing q. 
Suppose next that mj = 0 (mod p) for 1 d id Y. Then (12) gives 
X4 = T+ ( - 1)” m,qj,. 
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Hence, by the lemma, 8 has order >q when m, & 0 (mod p) and order 
dividing q when m, = 0 (mod p). Therefore H # Q(G) and every element of 
H not in @(G) has order pq. 
It follows from these considerations that G has exponent pq, H = H,(G) 
and IH,(G): Q(G)1 =p. 
Clearly, 1G: H,(G)1 f@“. If this were a strict inequality, we would have 
an equation of the form 
with not all of m, ,..., m,s, divisible by p. But this is impossible because the 
considerations above show that the two sides have different orders. Hence 
IG: H,(G)1 = pAo. This completes the proof. 
Note. It is evident that G can be generated by 1 + so, but no fewer, 
elements and it is easy to see that its nilpotency class is 1 + sO(p - 1). 
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